LISTENING TO THE BUDDHISTS IN OUR BACKYARD

Melissa Damasceno, Taylor Dunn, Loulou Sloss, Haruka So, Lesley Tan, Olivia Yang

Opening
Land and Lineage Acknowledgment
Introducing Our Project

Presentation
Temple Visits
Conversations with Scholars
Creating Meaningful Work
Reflections

Gallery Walk and Booths
Buddhist Pedagogy
Engaged Buddhism
Merit Economy
Language as Cultural Maintenance
Youth Groups

Coming Back Together
Group Discussion
Closing
SPECIAL THANKS TO

The monastics and laypeople at
Chùa Tường Văn, Lowell
American Wisdom Association, Billerica
Boston Buddha Vararam Temple, Bedford
Trairatanaram Temple, North Chelmsford
Wat Khmer Samaki Santikaram, North Chelmsford
Tinh Vien Quan Am Pagoda, Haverhill
Cambridge Insight Meditation Center, Cambridge
Lumbini Buddhist Temple, Lawrence
Kurukulla Center, Medford
Wat Buddhabhavana, Westford

Scholars
Dr. Trent Walker, Professor Robert Forrant, Professor Sarah Jacoby, Professor Diana Eck, Ms. Ellie Pierce,
Dr. Tham Tran, Ms. Susannah Poland, Harvard Divinity School Students

And to our mentors
Chenxing Han and Andrew Housiaux
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